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Rapid Photo & Movie Capturing System
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Direct upload to Cutwise
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Salient Features 

Carousel Locking 

Mechanism 

Long

Trouble Free

Operation 
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Full spectrum LED with UV.

ü True color representation in the image and the 

movie, by using full spectrum LED with longwave UV 

and professional  environment  coating

ü Automatic aligning of the diamond to capture most 

symmetric  image

ü Color grading in lab grading orientation as well as 

face up orientation, considering the influence of 

fluorescence
True Color Representation

ü Correct Full spectrum LED light with required longwave UV LEDs representing true grading light used for color 

grading of all diamonds, with or without fluorescence, colored or colorless. It also helps check fluorescence and its 

influence on color, brilliance and transparency

ü Fluorescence grading and differentiating different types of fluorescence in face-up orientation as well as grading  

view  orientation

Strong Negative 
Fluorescence Grading Inclusion Charting

ü Capture Dark Field images and movies for clarity charting

ü Capture clarity grading library movies for clarity masters

ü Live Photo (micro movie – Harry Potter photo effect), which is very important for objects like diamond

ü Very quick movie capture, less than 15 seconds for a swing movie of a diamond

ü Use of professional industrial camera, for 

very long trouble  free  life

ü Capture swing and figure of 8 movies to 

estimate Fire, Brilliance  and  overall  

Brightness  index

ü Auto upload of images and movies on 

Cutwise for online  B2B  sharing

ü Can capture images and movies for small jewelry 

pieces  like  diamond  rings

ü Optional  - Semi automatic  inclusion  charting

ü Quick & Precise Environment Change

ü +  All features of DiBox1.0

ü Weight :  27 kg. ü Dimension :  450L  x  305W  x  580H  mm 
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